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We apply phonon and electron nonequilibrium-population statistical entropy analysis to the

recently introduced phonon energy to electric potential conversion heterobarrier with its height

optimized for optical phonon absorption under steady electric current. The entropy production rates

for phonon and electron subsystems depend on their interaction kinetics and occupancy

distributions, indicating the direction of the processes. Under upstream thermal equilibrium among

electrons and acoustic and optical phonons, we predict an upper limit of 42% energy conversion

for GaAs heterobarrier at 300 K, while the reported Monte Carlo prediction of 19% efficiency is

below this limit. We show that for upstream electrons in thermal equilibrium with the acoustic

phonons, while under supply of hot optical phonons, the conversion efficiency increases

significantly, making integration of the barrier into optical phonon emitting circuits and devices

very attractive. VC 2013 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4819217]

I. INTRODUCTION

In any energy conversion processes, the final states cor-

respond to the maximum system entropy, and the system en-

tropy increase is accompanied by decrease in the availability

of these systems to do work.1,2 In the limit of reversible

interaction, there is no net entropy increase, and the maxi-

mum energy conversion efficiency is achieved, i.e., the

Carnot efficiency, which is determined from the equilibrium

temperatures and heat flow rate.1–3 Thus, tracking the system

entropy, the energy conversion system can be verified and

the upper limit of its conversion efficiency is theoretically

predicted. For example, the entropy production in the anti-

Stokes laser cooling has been originally analyzed in Ref. 4

and recently in Ref. 5, showing that the laser cooling does

not violate the thermodynamic laws and predicting the maxi-

mum cooling performance. Thermoelectric energy conver-

sion is also studied with the theoretical description of the

coupled thermodynamic forces and fluxes.6,7

In this research, through the entropy analysis of energy

carriers, we study various energy conversions between electron

(e) and phonon (p) subsystems, and in particular the recently

reported phonon recycling using a heterobarrier8 is analyzed.

As shown in Fig. 1, the barrier structure converts the phonon

energy (or flux qp) to electron thermal (qe) and potential

energy (pe) through a phonon absorption favorable condition

and barrier transition. The barrier with a height (ub) nearly

equal to the optical phonon energy (Ep;O ¼ �hxp;O, where �h is

the reduced Planck constant, and xp;O is the angular frequency

of singly presented optical phonon) can effectively absorb the

overpopulated nonequilibrium (i.e., hot) phonons, since the

structure creates large population of the low energy electrons.

A large internal electric field (ee) is introduced downstream of

the barrier to maintain the electric current density (je), and

through this structure, an electric potential power gain

(Dpe ¼ Dueje, where ue is electrochemical potential gain) can

be expected. Here, the electron energy distributions are under

nonequilibrium due to the barrier, thus the entropy for this

nonequilibrium should be addressed. However, the entropy

and temperature are the conjugate property pair,3 so in the

classical thermodynamic treatment it is a challenge to define

the entropy under nonequilibrium properties, since it requires

a corresponding definition of the nonequilibrium temperatures.

This can be overcome by using the statistical entropy of

microstates under nonequilibrium conditions, so we study the

statistical entropy production to predict the theoretical upper

limit of phonon-electron energy conversion.

II. ENTROPY ANALYSES

In the Boltzmann formulation,9 the statistical entropy is

S ¼ kBlnW, where kB is the Boltzmann constant and W is the

number of microstates for a given macrostate. Considering

the properties of principal energy carriers, the statistical

entropies for phonon and electron are10–12

FIG. 1. Schematic of the phonon-electron energy conversion processes in the

barrier transition. Since the barrier does not allow for the transmission of elec-

trons with energy lower than the potential barrier, the electrons which are also

favorable to phonon absorption become more populated. To maintain the elec-

tric current, a large internal electric field is needed downstream of the barrier.a)Electronic mail: kaviany@umich.edu
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Sp ¼
ð1

0

kBDp½ðfp þ 1Þlnðfp þ 1Þ � fplnfp�dEp; (1)

Se ¼ �
ð1
�1

kBDe½ð1� feÞlnð1� feÞ þ felnfe�dEe: (2)

Here Di is the density of states [per unit volume (or a primi-

tive cell) and per unit energy range] and fi is the occupancy

function, and both Di and fi depend on carrier energy Ei

(i ¼ e or p). From the occupancy functions (Bose-Einstein fp
for phonon and Fermi-Dirac fe for electron), the temperatures

at energy level Ep or Ee are [using the Fermi level EF as the

chemical potential lc (Ref. 13)]

Tpðfp;EpÞ ¼
Ep

kB½lnðfp þ 1Þ � lnfp�
; and

Teðfe;EeÞ ¼
Ee � EF

kB½lnð1� feÞ � lnfe�
:

(3)

A. Interactions between phonon subsystems

Electrons in many polar semiconductors (e.g., GaAs,

GaN, and SiC) are dominantly scattered by the longitudinal

optical (LO) phonons, and due to the low momentum and

smaller decay rate, the LO phonon mode can be overpopu-

lated during the energy conversion processes.14,15 These

overpopulated hot phonons decay through the downconver-

sion to acoustic phonon modes (three-phonon process) with

a decay rate _cp�p;down (which can be calculated using the

Fermi golden rule8,16) until the equilibrium occupancy is

reached. The entropy change through the interactions

between the phonon subsystems (LO and other phonon

modes) during the hot LO phonon relaxation is addressed

below, and a non-dispersed, single-phonon energy approxi-

mation (Ep;LO ¼ �hxp;LO) is employed for the LO phonons. In

a primitive cell with two atoms,
Ð1

0
Dp;LOdEp;LO ¼ 1 (where

Dp;LO is the density of states per a primitive cell per unit

energy range), and the energy (h i indicates the subsystem

ensemble average) and entropy of the LO phonon mode are

hEp;LOi ¼ fp;LOEp;LO;

Sp;LOðTp;LOÞ ¼ kB½ðfp;LO þ 1Þlnðfp;LO þ 1Þ � fp;LOlnfp;LO�:
(4)

Through the relaxation, the energy and entropy of each sub-

system change, and the change rates for the phonon subsys-

tem with LO mode are

dhEp;LOi
dt

¼dfp;LO

dt
Ep;LO; and

dSp;LO

dt
¼kB

dfp;LO

dt
ln

fp;LOþ1

fp;LO

� �
:

(5)

Using the relaxation time approximation (dfp;LO=dt
¼ �_cp�p;downfp;LO),17 the rate of energy change in a primitive

cell is

dhEp;LOi
dt

¼ � _cp�p;downfp;LOEp;LOð¼ � _cp�p;downhEp;LOiÞ: (6)

With the phonon temperature defined in Eq. (3), the entropy

change is found as

dSp;LO

dt
¼ 1

Tp;LO

dhEp;LOi
dt

¼ �
_cp�p;downhEp;LOi

Tp;LO

: (7)

Assuming that the other phonon modes (p;A) are in

equilibrium (because of faster relaxation rate among them),

only the nonequilibrium between LO and A phonon modes is

considered. Without any external source, the total phonon

system energy is conserved (dEp=dt ¼ dEp;LO=dtþ dEp;A=
dt ¼ 0). Then from Eq. (6), we have

dhEp;Ai
dt

¼ � dhEp;LOi
dt

¼ _cp�p;downfp;LOEp;LO; (8)

where the total phonon energy with mode A in a primitive

cell, hEp;Ai ¼
Ð

Dp;Afp;AEpdEp. The entropy production rate is

dSp;A

dt
¼
ð

kBDp;A
dfp;A

dt
ln

fp;A þ 1

fp;A

� �
dEp

¼
ð

Dp;A
dfp;A

dt

Ep

T0p;AðEpÞ
dEp; (9)

where T0p;A is the temperature of energy level Ep (Ref. 18) in

Eq. (3). With an equilibrium temperature [Tp;A ¼ T0p;AðEpÞ],
the total phonon entropy production rate is

dSp

dt
¼ dSp;A

dt
þ dSp;LO

dt
¼ 1

Tp;A

dhEp;Ai
dt

þ 1

Tp;LO

dhEp;LOi
dt

¼ 1

Tp;LO

� 1

Tp;A

� �
dhEp;LOi

dt

¼ 1

Tp;A
� 1

Tp;LO

� �
_cp�p;downhEp;LOi: (10)

In the presence of hot LO phonons (Tp;LO > Tp;A), the

total entropy increases, and the rate of entropy increase is

higher under a more pronounced nonequilibrium phonons

(larger temperature difference between LO phonon and other

phonon modes).

B. Electron-phonon interactions

The energy and entropy changes in the electron-phonon

(e-p) interactions are determined based on their kinetics.

Simplifying the interaction system (as a system with the

electron-LO phonon interaction only available), the rates of

the LO phonon energy and entropy changes are (in phonon

emission, energy is converted from electron to phonon,

increasing fp;LO)

dhEp;LOi
dt

¼
ð
ð_ce!p � _cp!eÞfeDeEp;LOdEe; (11)

dSp;LO

dt
¼ 1

Tp;LO

dhEp;LOi
dt

¼ Ep;LO

Tp;LO

ð
ð_ce!p� _cp!eÞfeDeEp;LOdEe;

(12)
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where _cp!e and _ce!p are the phonon absorption and emission

rates. Using the energy conservation and the total electron

thermal energy hEei ¼
Ð
ðEe � EFÞDefedEe, the electron

energy change becomes

dhEei
dt
¼
ð
ðEe � EFÞDe

dfe
dt

dEe ¼ �
dhEp;LOi

dt
: (13)

The electron entropy production rate is obtained from the

time derivative of Eq. (2), and using the definition of the

electron temperature in Eq. (3) it can be written as

dSe

dt
¼
ð1
�1

kBDe
dfe

dt
ln

1� fe

fe

� �
dEe;¼

ð1
�1

De
dfe

dt

Ee�EF

T0eðEeÞ
dEe:

(14)

If the electrons are in equilibrium, Te is constant over all

energy levels [Te ¼ T0eðEeÞ] and dSe=dt becomes simply

ð1=TeÞdhEei=dt. Then, the total entropy production rate in

the e-p interaction system is given as

dSp;LO

dt
þ dSe

dt
¼ 1

Tp;LO

� 1

Te

� �
dhEp;LOi

dt
� 0: (15)

As expected, when the heat flows from higher to lower tem-

perature subsystem, the entropy always increases, and the

entropy increase originates from the nonequilibrium between

the subsystems.

C. Steady electrical current

The barrier energy conversion system is applied to a sys-

tem with a steady electric current, and the thermodynamic

analysis of the system is discussed in this subsection. In the

wavevector (je) space, the electron distribution without an

average drift is symmetric in equilibrium. With a parabolic

band structure in C-valley, the electron kinetic energy (Ee;k)

is proportional to the square of the distance from the origin

in the j-space (Ee;k ¼ �h2jjej2=2me;e, where me;e is the elec-

tron effective mass).19

In the presence of an electric field (ee), the electrons

accelerate and gain momentum in the applied field direction.

As Fig. 2 shows, considering a fixed ee only in the z direction

(ee ¼ ee;zz, z is a unit vector in the z direction), the electric

potential drop over Dz is Due ¼ ee;zDz, and this potential

drop leads to a kinetic energy or momentum gain, which

corresponds to the momentum change [�hDje, where

Dje ¼ ð2me;eDueÞ1=2=�h]. As a result, the electron distribu-

tion shifts, and the electron distribution changes to nonequili-

brium. Since the electrons are scattered by various

mechanisms and the higher-energy electrons (larger distance

from the origin) have larger phonon emission rate than

absorption (whereas low-energy electrons are phonon

absorption favorable), the electron distribution has a finite

bias in the j-space (je;d), showing an average drift velocity

(ue;d ¼ �hje;d=me;e). With a low electric field (ee), the elec-

tron drift is linearly proportional to the field, (ue;d ¼ leee)

and here the ratio of ue;d and ee is the electron mobility (le).

For electrons in the C-valley of the lowest conduction

band (0 < Ee;k < 0:29 eV) in GaAs, using the parabolic

band assumption and me;e ¼ 0:063me (me is free electron

mass),20 a drift velocity (ue;d) of 2:3� 104 m/s results

in only 0.1 meV bias. [Even with a saturation velocity 1:2
�105 m/s (Ref. 21), the bias is only 2.5 meV.] Therefore, the

bias caused by the electric current does not have a large

effect on the distribution, and a symmetric and equilibrium

distribution can be assumed in a simple electron drift.

Each particle contains the electrochemical potential (ue),

which is composed of a chemical potential (lc, or Fermi level

EF) and an electrostatic component (ecV, ec: the electron

charge and V: the electrostatic potential).7 The change in the

local Fermi level is generally referred to as the change in the

electrochemical potential in the analysis of steady electric cir-

cuit (Due ¼ DEF). Including this chemical potential, the total

electron energy is hEei þ EFne, where ne is the number (den-

sity or in a primitive cell) of electrons (¼
Ð

DefedEe) and hEei
is the sum of the electrostatic potential hEe;pi and the electron

kinetic energy hEe;ki. (In semiconductors, the electrostatic

potential is Ee;p ¼ Ec � EF and the electron kinetic energy is

Ee;k ¼ Ee � Ec, where Ec is the conduction band edge.17)

Figure 3 describes the energy (jE, W/m2) and entropy

fluxes (jS, W/m2-K) for steady, electric current. Here we con-

sider a 1-D transport in the z direction (the properties in the

lateral directions are assumed uniform, so the lateral trans-

port is ignored) in a control volume which has boundaries

Lðz ¼ 0Þ and Rðz ¼ DzÞ. Under steady-state condition

(@E=@t ¼ 0, no internal energy change), the total energy

generation in a system is equivalent to the volume integral of

the divergence of energy flux jE and is zero (by energy con-

servation). Using the Gauss divergence theorem (and the sur-

face normal unit vector sA), this becomes

dE

dt
¼
ð

V

r � jEdV ¼
ð

A

jE � sAdA ¼ 0: (16)

Here, the energy flux can be decomposed as

jE ¼ qp þ qe þ peð¼ qp þ qe þ EFjn;eÞ; (17)

where qp and qe are the phonon and electron thermal energy

flux (heat flux) vectors, respectively, and EFjn;e (or pe) is the

FIG. 2. The shift in the electron distribution in the j-space caused by an

electric field. Electrons with higher energy (larger distance from the origin

in the j-space) are favored for phonon emission, while the lower energy

electrons are phonon-absorption favored. Due to the electron scattering

(including the phonon absorption and emission), the electron distribution

has a finite bias showing the electron drift velocity, and the bias is not signif-

icant compared to the average electron energy.
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chemical energy flux. jn;e (m�2s�1) is the electron number

flux given as

jn;e ¼
ð

u0e;dDefedEe; (18)

where u0e;d is the drift velocity at Ee, and the electric current

density is je ¼ �ecjn;e. From Eq. (16), the net energy flux in

1-D transport system is

ð
A

jE � sAdA ¼ AzðjE;R � jE;LÞ ¼ 0; (19)

where Az is the area normal to the transport direction z,

and jE;Rðor LÞ is the z-direction component of energy flux

at the right (R) [or left (L)] boundary. This shows that

only the energy fluxes at the left and right boundaries

are required for the energy conservation. The total

energy flux should be conserved (jE;z ¼ jE;R ¼ jE;L), but

each component in jE [Eq. (17)] varies because of

interactions.

The phonon absorption and emission by e-p interactions

change the phonon energy flux in the z direction, so the net

phonon emission in the control volume is

Dqp;z ¼ qp;R � qp;L ¼ � _Sp!e=Az ¼ �
ðDz

0

_sp!edz; (20)

where _Sp!e is the phonon energy absorption rate (W) and

_sp!e is the volumetric phonon absorption rate (W/m3).

[When only the LO phonon scattering is included, _sp!e

¼
Ð
ð_cp!e � _ce!pÞEp;LOfeDedEe, similar to Eq. (11).] The

change in electron heat flux (in the z direction) is

Dqe;z ¼ qe;R � qe;L ¼
ð
ðq0e;R � q0e;LÞdEe: (21)

Here q0e;Rðor LÞ is the heat flux contribution of the electrons

with Ee at the right (or left) boundary, i.e., q0e;Rðor LÞ

¼ u0e;d;Rðor LÞ½Ee � EF;Rðor LÞ�De;Rðor LÞfe;Rðor LÞ. From the particle

number conservation, jn;e;z is constant, i.e.,

Djn;e;z ¼ jn;e;R� jn;e;L ¼
ð
ðu0e;d;RDefe;R� u0e;d;LDefe;LÞdEe ¼ 0;

(22)

and with the electrochemical potential gain Due (¼ EF;R

�EF;L), the change in the electrochemical potential flux

(Dpe;z) in the z direction is

Dpe;z ¼ Duejn;e;z ¼ ðEF;R � EF;LÞjn;e;z: (23)

Using Eqs. (20), (21), and (23) with the energy conservation,ð
A

jE � sAdA ¼ Dqp;z þDqe;z þDpe;z ¼ 0

� _Sp!e=Az þ
ð
ðq0e;R � q0e;LÞdEe þDuejn;e;z ¼ 0:

(24)

The entropy production rate under steady state is equal

to the net entropy flux (DjS;z) as in energy flux. The net elec-

tron entropy flux is

DjS;e;z ¼ jS;e;R � jS;e;L; (25)

and using the local statistical entropy Se [Eq. (2)], the en-

tropy flux (jS;e;z) in z direction is given as

jS;e;z ¼
ð

S0eu0e;d;zdEe

¼ �
ð

kBDe½ð1� feÞlnð1� feÞ þ felnðfeÞ�u0e;d;zdEe: (26)

With a low electron occupancy in semiconductor [lnð1� feÞ
� �fe], the net electron entropy flux or entropy generation in

the control volume becomes

DjS;e;z ¼
ð
ðS0e;Ru0e;d;R � S0e;Lu0e;d;LÞdEe ¼

ð
q0e;R
T0e;R
�

q0e;L
T0e;L

 !
dEe;

(27)

where q0e;Rðor LÞ and T0e;Rðor LÞ are the Ee-dependent heat flux

contribution and temperature at the boundary R (or L), and if

the electrons are in equilibrium on both boundaries, this

becomes

DjS;e;z ¼
qe;R

Te;R
� qe;L

Te;L
: (28)

The net phonon entropy flux or phonon entropy production

rate is

DjS;p;z ¼
dSp

dt
¼ 1

Tp

dhEpi
dt
¼ �

_Sp!e=Az

Tp
¼ �Dqp;z

Tp
; (29)

and using the energy conservation in Eq. (24), this can be

written as

FIG. 3. The balance of energy flux (jE) and the entropy flux (jS) under 1-D

steady electric current, with the arrow thickness representing the magnitude

of energy flux. The system energy flux is constant (jE;L ¼ jE;R), while the

system entropy increases through the control volume (jS;L < jS;R). With con-

stant temperatures (i.e., constant electron and phonon occupancies), the elec-

trochemical potential is converted to phonon energy, and this results in the

entropy production.
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DjS;p;z ¼ �

ð
ðq0e;R � q0e;LÞdEe þ Duejn;e;z

Tp
: (30)

According to the second law of thermodynamics, the total

entropy production rate should not be smaller than 0, i.e.,

DjS;e;z þ DjS;p;z � 0ð
ðS0e;Ru0e;d;R � S0e;Lu0e;d;LÞdEe

�

ð
ðq0e;R � q0e;LÞdEe þ Duejn;e;z

Tp
� 0:

(31)

Without scattering (friction), the conversion between the

electron kinetic and potential energies (Ee;k and Ee;p) will be

reversible as in the mechanical system. However, as a result

of the electron-phonon interactions or other scattering mech-

anisms (e.g., e-e), the electron system has a constant drift ve-

locity in spite of the loss of electrochemical potential.

Assuming the constant electron and phonon occupancy dis-

tributions, the temperatures on both boundaries are the same,

and the electron heat flux (qe) is consistent [i.e., Defe for

(Ee � EF) does not change]. Thus, the net phonon flux Dqp;z

is �Duejn;e;z (according to the energy conservation, Eq.

(24)], which is the known Joule heating _Se;J . The total en-

tropy production rate (DjS;e;z þ DjS;p;z) becomes �Duejn;e;z=
T ¼ _Se;J=T, and this shows that the entropy in the electric

currents always increases, because of the voltage drop

(Due < 0) and electron drift (jn;e;z > 0).

III. ENTROPY IN ENERGY CONVERSION SYSTEMS

In this section, using the analysis and equations in Sec.

II, the entropy production is examined in the phonon-

electron energy conversion systems, i.e., the hot-phonon

relaxation system and the barrier energy conversion dis-

cussed in Ref. 8. The conduction electrons in C-valley in

GaAs are considered for their interaction and transport, and

with the parabolic band approximation, the electron density

of states De (unit: m�3 J�1)17 is

DeðEe;kÞ ¼
21=2m3=2

e;e E
1=2
e;k

p2�h3
: (32)

A. Hot phonon relaxation by e-p and p-p interactions

Hot phonons (in LO mode) in GaAs are decayed by the

e-p as well as the p-p interactions, and the hot phonon relaxa-

tion process is determined by these interaction kinetics and the

population distributions of the electron and phonon modes.

The primitive cell of GaAs has six phonon modes, i.e.,

three acoustic and three optical modes, and the LO phonon

is the highest-energy phonon mode near the C point.

Phonon population distribution (dnp=dEp, phonon popula-

tion in unit volume and unit energy range) is found using

the density of states (Dp) and the occupancy (fp), that is,

dnp=dEp ¼ Dpfp. As in the previous sections, two phonon

subsystems, namely, LO phonon and other phonon modes,

are considered and, in this analysis, the phonons with

energy less than Ep;LO;m are regarded as the other phonon

modes (p;A), when
Ð Ep;LO;m

0
DpdEp ¼ 5=Vprim (Ep;LO;m ¼ 32:7

meV) using Dp (unit: m�3J�1) from Ref. 22 and Vprim is the

volume of the primitive cell. With a parabolic band struc-

ture, the electron density of states (De) is calculated through

Eq. (32). The equilibrium population distribution (dno
e=dEe)

is obtained using this De and the equilibrium electron occu-

pancy (f o
e ).

Initially, the electron and phonon temperatures (except

for the LO phonon mode) are set to 300 K (Te ¼ Tp;A ¼ 300

K), and for a hot phonon system, we assume that LO mode

phonons are singly excited (fp;LO ¼ 1:0), thus the LO phonon

temperature is Tp;LO ¼ 600 K. The Fermi level (EF) and the

total electron number density (ne) are assumed to be constant

during the relaxation, and here the Fermi level is 0.05 eV

below the conduction band edge (Ec � EF ¼ 0:05 eV). The

interaction between electrons and the LO phonons and also

the LO phonon up- and downconversion are included, and

the interaction rates (e$ p;LO and p;LO$ p;A) are cal-

culated using the Fermi golden rule as suggested in Refs. 8,

16, and 19. (Interaction time constants in GaAs range from

0.1 to 0.5 ps for e$ p;LO and from 2 to 10 ps for

p;LO$ p;A.) Based on the interaction kinetics, the evolu-

tions of the population distribution and entropy in electron

and phonon systems during the hot phonon relaxation pro-

cess are examined. Phonon and electron population distribu-

tions are updated at every time step (Dts ¼ 10 fs), and their

entropies are calculated using Eqs. (1) and (2).

Figure 4 shows the electron and phonon energy distribu-

tions after elapsed times of 0, 1, and 10 ps after the hot pho-

non relaxation begins. Due to the faster e-p interaction rate

compared to the p-p, the electron is first excited and relaxed

to equilibrium during the hot-phonon relaxation process, so

within 1 ps it has large population at high Ee (desirable for

the barrier transition). This demonstrates that the hot

FIG. 4. The hot phonon relaxation shown for three elapsed times (0, 1, and

10 ps). The x axes represent the populated electron (lower) or phonon

(upper) density, initially at the temperatures shown, dno
i =dEi ¼ Dif

o
i ðTiÞ (Di

is density of states and f o
i is occupancy function, i ¼ e or p). Since the p-p

relaxation competes with e-p, the high energy electrons are most populated

after about 1 ps.
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phonons should be used quickly and close to their emission

site, so the barrier structure should be located near the source

for in-situ phonon recycling.

When a barrier height (ub) close to Ep;LO is considered,

the number density (ne;OB) and fraction (no
e;OB) of electrons

with Ee;k > ub vary with respect to time as shown in the

inset of Fig. 5(a). This number density or fraction peaks

close to 1 ps, and this also manifests the optimum time for

the barrier transition. During the relaxation, the electron dis-

tribution is not in equilibrium, so no single temperature

exists. Then, multiple effective temperatures at which equi-

librium distribution has the same fraction (no
e;OB) and density

(ne;OB) of electrons over Ep;LO, are possible. As Fig. 5(a)

shows, Te first increases and then decreases, while Tp;LO

decreases and Tp;A increases monotonically. The electron

and phonon entropies (Se and Sp) evaluated using the popula-

tion distributions indicate a continuous increase in the total

(system) entropy (Se þ Sp), as shown in Fig. 5(b), even

though the electron entropy decreases after 1 ps and the total

entropy production rate is reduced. The results of the analy-

sis show that in spite of the faster hot-phonon relaxation by

the electrons, the hot, the optical phonon energy is also con-

verted to lower, acoustic phonon energy, and the phonon sys-

tem entropy production is larger than that for the electron

system. This is because of the large population of the pho-

nons (five order-of-magnitude larger than electrons).

B. Barrier transition conversion

The energy and entropy in a potential barrier for con-

verting phonon energy to electric potential are now exam-

ined to find the theoretical potential gain and conversion

efficiency. As in Ref. 8, the GaAs-based barrier system is

considered for a steady state, 1-D transport (z-direction), and

the flux vectors for the entropy, energy, and particle number

density are described in Fig. 6. Constant phonon temperature

(Tp) is assumed [it varies very little in small dimension with

a much larger phonon density than electron, as demonstrated

in Ref. 8]. The injected electron distribution (at the left

boundary, dne;L/dEe) is under equilibrium, and the electron

temperature (Te;L), number density (ne;L), and the Fermi

energy (EF;L) are related to one another. In this analysis,

Te;L ¼ 300 K and ne;L ¼ 1016 cm�3 are used, then EF;L is

0.094 eV below the conduction band edge (Ec).

The barrier (with a height ub) is located just before the

right boundary. Due to the barrier transition, the exiting elec-

tron distribution (dne;R/dEe) deviates from the equilibrium

and the electron density at the right boundary is expected to

be smaller than that at the left (ne;R < ne;L). Thus, to maintain

a current density, the drift velocity at right boundary should

be larger (ue;d;R > ue;d;L), and the electrochemical potential

gain is defined as the difference between the Fermi levels at

the right and the left boundaries (Due ¼ EF;R � EF;L).

Under steady-state electron transport, the particle num-

ber and the energy conservation are given by Eqs. (22) and

(24), and Eq. (31) should be satisfied for the second law of

thermodynamics. For this barrier system, the energy

FIG. 5. (a) Time evolution of the temperatures. Inset shows the evolution of the number density (ne;OB) and fraction (no
e;OB) of electrons with Ee;k > Ep;LO,

showing the number density peaking near 1 ps. Te first increases and then decreases, while Tp;LO decreases and Tp;A increases monotonically. For nonequili-

brium electrons, the temperatures at which equilibrium distribution has the same fraction (no
e;OB) and density (ne;OB) of electrons over Ep;LO (which can be used

as a barrier height) are used. (b) Entropy (S) evolution of hot-phonon relaxation processes (Sp;o is the initial phonon entropy). The system entropy S
(¼ Se þ Sp) increases with time.

FIG. 6. The energy and entropy flux around the barrier structure under

steady state. The barrier is located just before the right boundary. Phonon

temperature is prescribed as Tp, and the injected electron distribution (dne;L/

dEe) corresponds to equilibrium, while the exit distribution (dne;R/dEe) is

not. With electrochemical potential gain Due ð¼ EF;R � EF;L), entropy is

produced in the system, conserving the electron number and energy.
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conversion efficiency (from the phonon energy to electric

potential) is the ratio of the power gain (from potential gain)

and the phonon energy absorption rate,

gp!e ¼
Dpe;z

_Sp!e=Az

¼ Duejn;e;zð
ðq0e;R � q0e;LÞdEe þ Duejn;e;z

: (33)

With the prescribed conditions for electrons at the left

boundary and phonons, the properties of electrons at the right

boundary such as the population distribution and the Fermi

levels should be defined. Here, the electron population distri-

bution at the right boundary (right after a barrier transition)

is estimated using the lateral momentum conservation (no

momentum changes in x and y directions).23 Excluding the

scattering by other energy carriers at the barrier (because of

the small dimension) (i.e., without e-p or e-e interaction at

the barrier), there is only energy conversion between electron

kinetic and potential.

The potential varies only in the transport direction, and

the z-direction momentum (jz) will decrease after the barrier

transition. Therefore, the electrons with jz less than the bar-

rier momentum [jb ¼ ð2me;eubÞ0:5=�h] will be reflected, and

the ones with jz > jb will lose their momentum by jb. For

Ee;k � ub, no electron can have jz larger than jb, and even

with larger electron kinetic energy (Ee;k > ub), the electrons

with smaller jz than jb are reflected.

The fraction of transmitted electron population can be

obtained using a simple geometric calculation, as shown in

Fig. 7(a). The electrons with Ee;k ranging from Ee;k;1 to Ee;k;2

(where Ee;k;1 ¼ Ee;k � 0:5DEe;k, Ee;k;2 ¼ Ee;k þ 0:5DEe;k, and

DEe;k is a small energy step) are uniformly distributed in the

spherical shell between Ee;k;1 and Ee;k;2, and then the fraction

for barrier transition is the ratio of the spherical shell volume

with dark red and the volume with dark and light red in Fig.

7(a).

The barrier blocks the current of low-energy (or momen-

tum) electrons, and this causes the low-energy electron accu-

mulation. Therefore, a more favorable condition to phonon

absorption is created, and then it also populates higher

energy electrons, as described in Fig. 7(b). More phonon

absorption brings a larger electron density (ne;R) and a

smaller drift velocity (ue;d;R) after the barrier transition

(although ne;R should be smaller than ne;L and ue;d;R be larger

than ue;d;L), and smaller drift velocity requires a smaller elec-

tric field (or potential drop by this field) after the barrier.

When the potential drop by the internal field is allowed until

the electron density recovers as ne;L (where Ec � EF is the

same as the left), a higher electrochemical potential gain

(Due) can be expected by the larger phonon absorption

(because a smaller electric potential drop is required with

larger ne;R).

The barrier transmission (the fraction of the transmitted

electrons) with respect to electron kinetic energy (Ee;k) is cal-

culated with a given barrier height (ub ¼ 30 meV), as shown

in Fig. 7(c). As the electron energy increases, a larger num-

ber of electrons can have momentum over jb, and this results

in a higher transmission. Based on this transmission, the

electron population distribution at the right boundary (dne;R/

dEe) is found assuming the distribution right before the

FIG. 7. (a) The fraction of transmitted

electron population at energy level Ee;k

(Ee;k;1 < Ee;k < Ee;k;2). With the lateral

momentum conservation, electrons with

larger momentum than the barrier mo-

mentum [jb ¼ ð2me;eubÞ0:5=�h] can be

transmitted, losing their z-direction mo-

mentum by jb. The fraction is the ratio

of volume of the spherical shell with

dark red to the volume with dark and

light red. (b) Due to the barrier, low-

energy electrons are more populated,

and this leads to larger phonon absorp-

tion and populates higher energy elec-

trons. Smaller electron number density

after the barrier transition also causes a

larger drift velocity for a constant

electric current. (c) Electron population

distributions at the left and right boun-

daries (dne;L/dEe and dne;R/dEe), and

the variations of barrier transmission

with respect to electron kinetic energy

(Ee;k). Electrons at the left boundary

correspond to equilibrium with Te;L ¼
300 K and ne;L ¼ 1016 cm�3, and ub is

30 meV. As the electron energy

increases, larger number of electrons

can have momentum over jb, and this

results in higher transmission. Due to

the overpopulation (by barrier) with

phonon absorption, the electron density

at right boundary can increase.
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barrier. When we assume the same distribution (without

phonon absorption) as on the left boundary distribution

dne;L/dEe (equilibrium with Te;L ¼ 300 K and ne;L

¼ 1016 cm�3), dne;R/dEe is calculated as shown with the red-

solid line in Fig. 7(c). With the overpopulation by barrier, a

larger population of electron distribution at the right bound-

ary is expected because of the phonon absorption.

Once the electron distributions at both boundaries are

found, the theoretical range of the electrochemical potential

gain Due and the energy conversion efficiency gp!e are cal-

culated using the continuity equation and the first and second

laws of thermodynamics [Eqs. (22), (24), and (31)]. In the

electric current, the phonon temperature cannot be higher

than electron temperature, because the energy flows from

electron to phonon systems as electric potential is the source

for the Joule heating. With interest in recycling the Joule

heating as in the hot-phonon absorbing barrier system,8 the

case of the phonon temperature (Tp) equal to Te;L (as the

maximum possible temperature) is considered first.

The energy and entropy fluxes are calculated through

the numerical integration using the electron population dis-

tribution (Defe) and the drift velocity (ue;d;z). The drift veloc-

ity can change with Ee, but a constant ue;d;z for all Ee is

assumed for simplicity. From ne;R, the average electron drift

velocity (ue;d;R) and the Fermi level EF;R (for potential gain)

at the right boundary are determined. (ue;d;R should be inver-

sely proportional to ne;R for a constant electric current).

Varying ne;R [i.e., changing the degree of overpopulation

(a > 1) behind the barrier, as in Fig. 7(b)], the net entropy

flux DjS;z and potential gain Due are calculated, and using

Eq. (33), the energy conversion efficiency (for phonon

energy conversion to electrochemical potential) gp!e is also

found.

Figure 8 demonstrates that gp!e increases and DjS;z

decreases as Due increases (by larger ne;R from more phonon

absorption). For the 1-D, steady-state transport system, DjS;z

represents the entropy production rate per unit area in the

control volume, and this rate should be positive. Therefore,

the maximum efficiency (gp!e;max) and the potential gain

(Due;max) are found when DjS;z ¼ 0. When Tp ¼ Te ¼ 300 K

and ub ¼ 30 meV, the predicted theoretical maximum effi-

ciency is 41.6% with 16.0 meV as the maximum potential

gain.

For variable potential barrier heights (ub), the values of

Due;max and gp!e;max are calculated under zero entropy pro-

duction (DjS;z ¼ 0). As Fig. 9 shows, Due;max increases with

ub, while gp!e;max has a maximum at ub ¼ 12 meV. In this

analysis, the overpopulation before the barrier is simply

assumed to be proportional to that of equilibrium, but with

dominant LO phonon interaction, the population distribution

is stratified with a period of Ep;LO as shown in Fig. 4, and

this increases the maximum efficiency barrier height.

Assuming an external phonon source, this barrier system

is analyzed for variable phonon temperature (Tp), including

Tp > Te;L. Also, assuming that the LO phonon interaction is

only available between the electron and the phonon systems

(e-p, LO interactions dominant in GaAs), the nonequilibrium

among phonon modes (LO and A) can be considered. A high

Tp;LO leads to large Due;max and gp!e;max, as shown in Figs.

10(a) and 10(b). With hot LO phonons (Tp;LO > Tp;A), the

inclusion of the p-p interactions (LO phonon downconver-

sion) decreases Due;max and gp!e;max.

As this analysis shows (and is expected), the theoretical

maximum efficiency is higher than the results of the MC

simulations [19% for Te ¼ Tp;A ¼ Tp;LO ¼ 300 K (Ref. 8)].

Because the electron-phonon interactions are present and

any such spontaneous interaction produces entropy, the en-

tropy production in the energy conversion system should be

larger than zero. Therefore, the efficiency gp!e is smaller

than gp!e;max. In addition, the inclusion of more interaction

mechanisms, such as the p-p and e-e, will further decrease

the efficiency. The entropy production, which affects the

conversion efficiency, depends on the barrier parameters and

the interaction kinetics, so the barrier structure should be

optimized for minimum entropy production and maximum

efficiency. Due to the assumptions made here (e.g., symmet-

ric distribution in j-space), the results do not depend on elec-

tron drift velocity (ue;d;z), but in a practical system, ue;d;z is

FIG. 8. Variations of energy conversion efficiency (gp!e) and the net entropy

flux (DjS;z) with respect to the potential gain (Due). Here DjS;z represents the

entropy production rate per unit area in the 1-D transport system. As Due

increases, gp!e increases and the entropy production rate decreases. The max-

imum efficiency (gp!e;max) and potential gain (Due;max) are found with

DjS;z ¼ 0.

FIG. 9. Variations of the maximum potential gain (Due;max) and the maximum

energy conversion efficiency (gp!e;max) with respect to the potential barrier

height (ub). Due;max increases with ub, while gp!e;max reaches a maximum at

ub ¼ 12 meV.
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related to the electron distribution and the electric field (or

potential), and these affect the conversion efficiency gp!e.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

By addressing the statistical entropy and nonequilibrium

populations of the phonon and electron systems with

phonon-phonon and electron-phonon interactions, we

derived expressions for the overall entropy production in

phonon energy conversion to electric potential. We noted

that the spontaneous interaction will increase the system en-

tropy, and the energy carrier temperatures indicate the direc-

tion of energy flow. Since optical phonons are emitted in

many circuits and devices, they can be recycled. The hot-

phonon relaxation processes indicate that these hot phonons

should be used quickly and close to their emission site for

higher conversion efficiency, so the barrier structure should

be located near the source.

In the entropy analysis and its applications, we used the

first and the second laws of thermodynamics (i.e., energy

conservation and entropy production), and predicted the

maximum efficiency under the minimum entropy production

condition. For the GaAs:Al heterobarrier structure intro-

duced and discussed in Ref. 8, the spontaneous phonon

absorption is achieved through lower electron temperatures

created by converting electron kinetics to potential in a bar-

rier structure. We find the upper limit of the phonon-electron

potential conversion efficiency using this entropy analysis.

As expected, the non-ideal, irreversible MC simulation

results for efficiency are lower than this theoretical upper

limit.
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